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INTRODUCTION
The increasing volume of already-high traffic loads creates new challenges for traffic management and planning. Moving vehicle information (position, speed, and direction) is crucial for traffic planning, security surveillance, and military applications. Today's road systems are equipped with a suite of sensors for monitoring traffic status, such as induction loops, overhead radar sensors and video sensors. While they all deliver reliable measurements, the results are merely point-based in nature. On the other hand, information provided by remote sensing techniques covers a larger area and thus could often be useful for better understanding the dynamics of the traffic. The launch of high resolution satellites such as QuickBird and WorldView-2 has made it feasible to use satellite images for traffic applications. These satellites capture images with a spatial resolution better than 1-m and hence can be used to extract road traffic information. Furthermore, the high resolution satellite images give a synoptic view of complex traffic situations and the associated context.
In the past, several efforts (Gerhardinger et al., 2005; Sharma et al., 2006; Jin and Davis, 2007; Zheng et al., 2006; Zheng and Li, 2007) have been made to detect vehicles from HR satellite imagery. A few attempts (Xiong and Zhang, 2008; Leitloff and Hinz, 2010; Liu et al., 2010) have been made to determine vehicle speeds using QuickBird imagery. These methods utilize the small time interval between the acquisition of Pan and MS images by QuickBird sensors. Xiong and Zhang (2008) developed a methodology to determine vehicle's ground position, speed and direction using QuickBird Pan and MS images. However, the major limitation of the Xiong and Zhang (2008) approach is that in this method there is a need to select vehicles' central positions manually from Pan and MS images. Leitloff and Hinz (2010) have used adaptive boosting (AdaBoost) classification technique to detect single vehicles from Pan images and then the corresponding vehicles from MS images have been detected using the similarity matching approach. Whereas, Liu et al. (2010) have used an object-based method to detect single vehicles from Pan images and then the corresponding vehicles from MS images have been detected using the area correlation method. Both aforementioned approaches have achieved a fair level of accuracy in vehicle detection from Pan images. However, accuracy of vehicle detection from MS images is quite low which leads to high error in determining vehicles' position is MS images. As the time interval between the acquisition of Pan and MS images is very short, a very small error in vehicles' position determination will lead to a very high error in vehicles' speed computation.
The recently-launched high resolution satellite, WorldView-2, has three sensors: one Pan and two MS (MS-1: BGRN1, Pan, and MS-2:CYREN2). Because of a slight time gap in acquiring images from these sensors, the WorldView-2 images capture three different positions of the moving objects (vehicles) and static objects remain at the same position. Therefore, theoretically it is possible to detect moving vehicles from the WorldView-2 imagery. Practically, these calculations bring many challenges in the image processing domain. The spatial resolution of the MS image is low (2m) which makes vehicle extraction a difficult task. Furthermore, MS-1 and MS-2 images constitute different spectral wavelengths; therefore the existing change detection methods are incapable of detecting moving vehicles from the images. In addition, the accurate determination of ground positions of a moving vehicle available in each image is important for accurate speed computation. This paper proposes a completely different and new methodology to automatically and accurately extract moving vehicle`s information (position, speed and direction) from MS-1 and MS-2 images captured by the WorldView-2 satellite in one pass. A motion detection algorithm has been developed which looks into MS-1 and MS-2 images and detects the objects which are in motion. The novelty of this algorithm is that it is completely automatic and there is no need for road extraction prior to vehicle detection. In earlier vehicle detection methods, prior to the vehicle detection, there is a need to extract roads either manually or from GIS data. A vehicle detection rate of over 95% has been achieved with a high reliability. The positions of detected moving vehicles have been inputted to the AdaBoost machine learning algorithm to further improve the accuracy of vehicles' image positions. This is because the vehicles' speed calculation is highly dependent on the accuracy of vehicles' image position. Then, ground positions of each detected vehicle from MS-1 and MS-2 images have been computed using sensor model (RPC) provided by WorldView-2 satellite. This paper begins by discussing the methodology developed to detect moving vehicles. Then, methodology to compute vehicles' information is discussed. Finally, results and conclusions are presented.
METHODOLOGY
In this paper, a Principal Component Analysis (PCA) based method has been developed to detect moving vehicles from Worldview-2 MS-1 and MS-2 images. The workflow of the methodology developed is shown in Figure 1 . Then, AdaBoost learning algorithm based method has been developed to compute vehicles' information. The work flow of vehicles' information computation is shown in Figure 5 .
Study Area and Data used
WorldView-2 imagery of a part of Moncton, a city in New Brunswick, Canada, has been used for this study. This WorldView-2 image was provided by DigitalGlobe® Inc. to Bahram Salehi (University of New Brunswick) through "The DigitalGlobe 8-Band Research Challenge" contest. The image was taken on October 5, 2010. The WorldView-2 imagery includes Pan image MS-1 (BGRN1) image, and MS-2 (CYREN2) image. The MS-1 and MS-2 bands are stacked together as one MS image with 8-bands.
Image Resampling
WorldView-2 MS images have spatial resolution of 2m; therefore, small objects like vehicles are not clearly identifiable. To make vehicles more identifiable, the MS image has been resampled to 0.5m using cubic convolution resampling method.
PCA Computation
MS-1 and MS-2 images constitute different spectral wavelengths; therefore change detection methods are incapable of detecting moving vehicles. In this paper, principal components of MS-1 and MS-2 images have been computed. As shown in Figure- 
Band Adjustment
The histograms of MS-1:PCA2, MS-2:PCA2 and MS: PCA2 images have been adjusted to a common mean and standard deviation. This process has improved the accuracy of moving vehicle detection.
Moving Vehicle Detection
After the Band Adjustment, a change detection process has been applied to the images to detect moving vehicles. Change detection is an important process in remote sensing applications (Copping et al., 2004; Tronin, 2006) . In the change detection process, two images of the same scene captured at different time instances are used to detect changes. Therefore, change detection can be expressed as:
Where I t1 and I t2 are the images captured at time t 1 and t 2 and ɑ and b are the constant scalar values. The aim of change detection process is to model the constants ɑ and b. A variety of change detection algorithms are available; however, in this study, it has been found that the differencing method for change detection is efficient and best suited for detecting vehicles from WorldView-2 MS imagery. As shown in Figure- 
Post-Processing
Although thresholds used in equations 2 and 3 significantly reduced the outliers, still there are false alarms (structures other than the vehicles) present in the resulting images. To eliminate the false alarms, clean filter, majority filter, hole filling filters, and opening/closing morphological operators discussed in Sharma et al. (2006) have been used. In the above filters, (1) Clean filter removes the one pixel size structure surrounded by 0s. (2) Majority filter sets a pixel to 1, if five or more pixels in a 3×3 neighbourhood are 1s; otherwise, it sets to the pixel to 0. (3) Hole filling filter fills isolated pixels, such as centre pixels. (4) Opening/closing morphological operation removes one or two pixel wide interconnections between two pixel groups. After filtering operations, Otsu threshold method (Otsu, 1979) has been used to convert gray level image into binary (black and white) image. An algorithm has been developed to count vehicles from the generated binary images. The final result of moving vehicle detection is shown in Figure 5 and 6. Figure 5 shows the moving vehicles detected from the MS-1 image and Figure 6 shows the moving vehicles detected from the MS-2 image. 
Results of vehicle detection
The experiment results are based on WorldView-2 imagery of a part of Moncton, a city in New Brunswick, Canada. A very small part of the results have been shown in the figures due to space limitation. The whole image was taken as input to the vehicle detection process. The process resulted in two black and white images containing moving vehicles of the MS-1 and MS-2 images. The vehicle detection results from the MS-1 image are compared with manually counted vehicles in Table 1 . There were 424 moving vehicles in the MS-1 image, and 399 vehicles were detected correctly. Only 18 vehicles were missed and 43 detected vehicles were noise. As shown in Table 1 , the producer accuracy was 95 % and user accuracy was 90%. The results of vehicle detection from MS-2 images are similar to vehicle detection in the MS-1 image. Almost all the vehicles of MS-1 and MS-2 images were detected. The main advantage of the developed approach is that there is no need of road extraction prior to the vehicle detection. Furthermore, both light and dark colour vehicles are detected. A few false vehicles are detected due to vehicles' shadows and lines on the road. 
Speed Computation from WorldView-2 Imagery
Due to slight time delay in WorldView-2 MS-1 and MS-2 sensors, the speed of a moving vehicle can be computed using vehicle's positions in MS-1 and MS-2 images. The time delay between MS-1 and MS-2 is 0.22 second ( Tao and Yu, 2011) . The accuracy of a vehicle's speed computation is highly dependent on the accuracy of a vehicle's position determination due to the very small time delay.
The vehicles detected in the previous section have been used to detect vehicles' accurate position on the ground. In the previous section, moving vehicles are detected after the resampling of the MS image; therefore, if vehicles' centre positions are calculated from the detected vehicles, the error can reach up to 0.5 pixels. This will directly affect the accuracy of vehicles' speed calculation. Thus, to minimize the error in vehicles' speed computation due to resampling, adaptive boosting (AdaBoost) machine learning algorithm has been used to detect vehicles from the original (without resampling image) MS-1 and MS-2 images again. To make detection process efficient and accurate, first, the approximate positions of moving vehicles are computed using previously detected vehicles. Then, these positions are inputted to the AdaBoost algorithm to limit the search space for the vehicles. The workflow for vehicle's speed computation is shown in Figure 7 .
AdaBoost or boosting is a machine learning algorithm which builds a strong classifier by linear weighted combinations of weak classifiers. A group of boosting algorithms have been discussed in (Freund and Schpire, 1997; Freund and Schpire, 1999) . Leitloff and Hinz (2010) have used Gentle AdaBoost algorithm (Friedman et al, 2000) to detect vehicles from the QuickBird Pan image. They have found that Gentle AdaBoost algorithm is most suitable for working with satellite imagery as this algorithm is less sensitive to the errors in the training set. The Gentle AdaBoost classification algorithm needs a proper training to optimize the boosting parameters. In the Leitloff and Hinz (2010) approach, after the training process, Gentle AdaBoost algorithm has been applied to detect vehicles from the roads areas of the Pan image. In this paper, the search space (Xiong and Zhang, 2008) is given as: The polynomial coefficients ɑ ijk are provided by WorldView-2 satellite. Therefore, by putting the vehicle's images position in equation (4) and equation (5), the vehicle's ground coordinates can be calculated. Figure 7 shows 17 vehicles selected for testing the accuracy of vehicle's speed calculation. Vehicles from the MS-1 and MS-2 images were detected using Gentle AdaBoost algorithm. Then centre positions of vehicles were determined by calculating the centre of mass of the detected vehicles. Next, the vehicles' ground positions were computed using WorldView-2 RPC model. Finally, the vehicles' ground coordinates were used to compute vehicles' speed and direction. Table-2 shows the result. The vehicles' speed shown in the result is normal on the highways. In the Table-2, speed of vehicle no. 9 is 75.4 Km/h. This is because; the vehicle is on slow lane. Similarly, speed of vehicle no. 11 is 88.4 Km/h because this vehicle has just joined the highway. Therefore speed calculated using the developed methodology seems realistic and can be used for traffic planning and management purposes.
DISCUSSION AND ERROR ANALYSIS
In this paper, it has been observed that the vehicles are more accurately detected on highways because there are wide roads, fewer trees and fewer manmade structures. The rate of false vehicle detection is high inside the city area. The accuracy of vehicle detection in the city will be improved if roads can be extracted from the Pan image before vehicle detection.
The accuracy of vehicles' speed computation is highly affected by the vehicles' image position. If the vehicles' image positions have a 0.5m pixel error, the vehicles' ground positions will have 1m error. This paper uses centre of mass of the detected vehicles as the vehicles' image positions. As suggested by Xiong and Zhang (2008) , a sub-pixel segmentation method will improve the accuracy of vehicles' image positions. Furthermore, in this paper, only MS-1 and MS-2 images are used to detect two ground positions of a moving vehicle. An additional ground position of a moving vehicle can be computed from the Pan image which will provide redundant data to find and correct the vehicle's speed. In addition to this, the RPC models provided by satellites have a positioning error (Xiong and Zhang, 2008 ) which propagated to the vehicle's ground position. Therefore, sensor refinement can further improve the accuracy of vehicle speed computation.
CONCLUSIONS
A new methodology for automatic moving vehicle detection and moving vehicle information extraction from a single pass WorldView-2 satellite is presented. This includes two major components: (1) A new automatic approach to detect moving vehicles from MS-1 and MS-2 images in which there is no need to extract roads prior to the vehicle detection; (2) A method to extract moving vehicle information (position, speed, and direction). The experimental results demonstrate that this technique can automatically extract moving vehicles' information from one pass WorldView-2 imagery. Therefore, this technique makes it feasible to use WorldView-2 imagery for traffic applications on an operational basis. Thus, this technique potentially offers a cost effective way to extract moving vehicles' information for traffic management and planning.
Although the developed technique has achieved a fair level of accuracy, still there is potential for further improvements such as: (1) Automatic road extraction from Pan image prior to moving vehicle extraction; (2) Vehicle detection from Pan images; (3) An improvement in calculation of vehicles' image coordinates. These improvements will be the part of future research.
